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ENTERED AS SECOND CLASS MATTER, WINONA, MINN.
UNDER THE ACT OF MARCH 3, 1879

Winona State Teachers College, Winona, Minn., December 17, 1948

Crib Notes
• By Jim Lafky •
Shades of the Unorthodox and
the Iconoclastic — a column on
the front page! . . . tradition
takes another beating at the
hands of wayward youth. An
Idea when first introduced is
considered revolutionary. Shortly
thereafter it degenerates into the
mere unorthodox. It isn't too
long before the Idea becomes
orthodox. Within five years it is
a hidebound tradition and traditions die young in the United
States. And there you have the
life cycle of an Idea!
As long as I'm waxing unorthodox I'd like to depart from
the _norm and fling a bouquet.
My target is Miss Pritchard, the
college registrar. Perhaps no one
other person has labored longer
and more diligently and received
less thanks . . . and hers is certrainly a thankless task. Have
you ever tried to please five or
six hundred different people with
as many different temperaments,
ideas, goals, and objectives????
Just you try it sometime . . . so
here are roses for the registrar.
Here is a little item of some
consequence that has been kicking around for some time. It
seems that there are those who
would drop the word Teachers
from the name of the college. It
would then read Winona State
College. This revision took place
in California some 25 years ago
and has proved quite successful.
The idea behind this plan is
that more students would be
encouraged to enroll here. Consequently a larger group and a
better equipped group of students would be induced to go
into the teaching profession for
the mutual benefit of both.
What do you think???

I've just recently discovered
why I have a receding hairline.
Astrology is to blame. According
to the star-gazers, those poor
unfortunates who were born under Leo, sign of the Lion, (July
22-Aug. 23) lose their hair early
in life. And all the time I thought
it was dandruff! (I wonder if Bob
Clayton has as good an excuse?)
Winona is a small city of some
26 or 27 thousand people. It is
also a city with three colleges.
It would seem then that if the
respective student bodies of the
three colleges were to organize
themselves into a unit they
could present somewhat of a
formidable front to the merchants of the city. What I am
getting at is this: if the student
bodies of the three colleges were
to unite into one buyer or consumer group they could insist
on discounts on certain items of
merchandise. This could be applied to the entertainment field
as well. Another benefit accruing from this investment would
be in the form of cultural gains.
I refer specifically to booking of
high ranking legitimate stage
productions, musical concerts
and lectures.

I have heard innumerable legitimate gripes concerning the curriculum of the college. I have
reason to believe that certain
changes will be made and that a
revision is in the offing. Any such
revision should be carried on by
a group of not only faculty members, but alumni and students as
well. What do you think?

No. 3

Psych Department
To Play Santa

Expansion Program
Justified by Facts

CARE packages are being sent
every day to needy people
throughout the world. UNRRA
-took care of a lot of the needy
people of the world in the recent
past. Last year we had the
FRIENDSHIP TRAIN of Mr.
Drew Pearson. Yes, — truly we
are doing a fine job of taking
care of the needy and the handicapped of the world, of the hungry, the halt, the lame, and the
blind. But what about the needy
here in Minnesota? What about
the mentally handicapped at
Faribault?
Last quarter, the psychology
department of the college made
a tour of the various state institutions at Faribault including a
stop at the Feeble-Minded Colony. There was nothing unusual
about this trip with the exception

On the mahogany desk in Governor Youngdahl's office is a report that was submitted last
week by the recently created
W.S.T.C. lobbying committee.
This committee is primarily concerned with the implementation
and extension of the college building program. Some of the more
pertinent facts contained in the
report are as follows:
Founded in 1860, Winona State
Teachers college serves southeastern Minnesota in preparing
teachers and in providing lowcost college training for those
who can't afford higher-cost education.
And yet — the state of Minnesota has spent less for buildings
at Winona than for any of the
other five colleges in the state!
Winona has had no buildings at
state expense since 1923. Maxwell Library is the most recent
addition, having been erected in
1938. It was paid for by private
gifts and the P.W.A.
Of the six Teachers colleges in
the state, Winona is the only one
that does not have a physical
education building! The present
locker' rooms and gymnasium
were built in ' 1923 when there
were under 100 men enrolled.
Now there are 361 men in the
college.

of the fact that it was perhaps
one of the largest ever to make
the journey. The trip was followed up by a typically animated
discussion in the various classes
on the divers, sundry phenomena observed by the students.
In the "310" class Mr. Owens
made the suggestion that perhaps it would be a nice gesture if
the class were to take up a collection of toys, clothing and
Christmas items for the mentally handicapped at the colony.
(We'll admit, that for all practical purposes, all of the inmates
are children.) After thinking it
over carefully the class decided
that it was a capital idea. A
committee was appointed to appropriate a sturdy wooden box,
and the class, as a group, promised to bring in all the toys and
clothing they could find.

Originally Mr. Owens' idea was
limited to the respective psychology classes, but it was decided
that because it was such a worthy
cause the whole student body
should participate. If you want
to do something really worthwhile this Christmas, if you want
to give to those who are certainly
needy and definitely handicapped,
if you want to experience that
warm glow that accompanies sincere giving, help the psychology
department's fine project by
bringing your old, used, or new
toys or articles of clothing to
room 209. There you will find a
large wooden box, which, when
filled, will bring a lot of happiness
and joy to a group who've had
so little on previous Christmases.
, Remember, the deadline for bringing in your gifts is Monday,
December 20th!

Somsen hall's sub-basement
houses the Industrial Arts shops
and the band rooms. A new
physical education building
would release rooms for instruction in these departments. Winona State Teachers college does
not have a cafeteria, and the
students, of course, need low
cost, wholesome food. Shepard
Dormitory, erected in 1919,
should have an added wing to
house either men or women.

Traditional Christmas Play
To Be Presented by Players
For 15 consecutive years the
Christmas play "Why The Chimes
Rang" has been given at Winona
Stkte Teachers college during the
yuletide season. Now a tradition,
the spiritual drama will again be
presented by the Wenonah Players under the direction of Miss
Dorothy B. Magnus on December
17 in Somsen auditorium.
An interesting sidelight is that
as long as a student remains in
school he may continue in his
same role; change in casting is
usually due to graduation. The
speaking cast this year is as follows : Holger, Rosalie Critchfield;
Steen, Marilyn Gilbertson; Uncle
Bertel, Lyle Roschen; Old Woman, Frances Langmo. The pantomime cast includes: Priest,
Robert Clayton; King, Donald
Sweeney; Beautiful Woman, Joan
Wintervold; Acolytes, Beverly
Newell and Mary Katlaba; Richman, Don Redlich; Courtier, Joe
Fennie; Scholar, Richard Petty;
Young Girl, Gerry O'Neil; Angel,
Mary Ihlan.
The production cast is as follows: Publicity, Rosalie Critchfield, Marilyn Gilbertson, Don
Redlich, Clareen Willis, Anah
Goss, Joan Wintervold ; Costumes, Evelyn Hohmstadt, Dorothy Tukua, Elaine Sanden, and
Mildred Ullom; Properties, Marilyn Bublitz, Joe Leicht, John
O'Brien; Programs, Dean Austin; Ushers, LaVonne Mueller,
Francis Kvam, and Mrs. Evelyn
Fahsl ; Scenery, Roger Challberg,

The most urgent building needs
and their estimated costs are as
follows:
Physical Education and
Health Building . . . $1,084,000
Land
40,000
Completion of Concrete Bleachers
40,000
Shepard Hall Wing . .
85,000
Dormitory Heating
Plant
75,000
Cafeteria and Small
Apartment Building. 366,000
$1,691,000
A record for operating economy has been established by
Winona State Teacher's college.
Since 1940, 8% of the appropriations has been returned to the
state treasury with an aggregate
saving of $101,368.00 — enough
to pay for the proposed Shepard
wing.

College Chorus
To Give Cantata
For the first time in a number
of years The Shepherd of Bethlehem, a Christmas Cantata by
Clifford Demarest and Richard
Cecil Pond will be presented by
the college Chorus on December
20th at 9:50 in Somsen auditorium.
Soprano soloists singing in the
cantata will be Sheila Buckinghan, Voilet Jensen, and Mary
Dean. Leon Peters and George
Trewe will sing the baritone solos,
and Frederic Luchau will be tenor
soloist. Elaine Sanden will be
the alto soloist.

Capron Returns

From Grad School
Among the old familiar faces
that reappeared on the• campus
at the beginning of this quarter
was that of Hugh Capron, Industrial Arts instructor, who recently
returned from Stout Institute,
Menomonie, Wisconsin.
With the exception of a
years in the United States
Navy Mr. Capron has been serving on the faculty of Winona
State Teachers college since 1941.
It was at this time that Mr.
Capron became an alumnus of
W.S.T.C. During the summers
Mr. Capron has been working on
his Master's degree and this work
culminated this past quarter when
he received his Master of Science
in Industrial Education.

Earl Schreiber, Harry Buck,
Charles Johnson, and Harriet
Jorgenson; Lights, Charles
Keith, Jean Jederman, and Vernon Weinmann.

The play is in two scenes: the
first is the woodcutter's but on
the edge of the forest, and the
second is a scene within a scene
in the nearby cathedral. The time
is many years ago. "Why The
Chimes Rang" was written by
Raymond McDonald Alden and
adapted for the stage by Elizabeth McFadden.
A candlelight ceremony will
precede the play with music
furnished by the Mendelssohn
club and select voices will be
used for the cathedral scene. All
costumes, properties, scenery,
and lighting effects have been
perfected by the members of
Wenonah Players.

The performance is open to
students, faculty, and friends of
the college. Curtain time is at
8:00 o'clock on Friday evening,
December 17th. A college Christmas party will follow the production. This party will be sponsored
by the Lutheran Student Association.

Die-No-Mo Sponsors
Flag and Song Contest
Have you ever 'wondered why
we have two flag-poles in front of
Somsen hall with only one flag
flying??? Have you ever wondered
why the college does not have a
regular school flag of its own???
Well, it seems that a few of the
more artistic, logical, and economy-minded students have. And
what is more, they decided to do
something about it!
To begin with, Winona State
Teachers college is one of the few
colleges in the country that does
not possess a school flag of any
kind whatsoever! Consequently,
in the interests of art, logic,
economy (an idle flag-pole is
sheer waste!) and school spirit,
this aforementioned group of students conceived the idea of a
college flag. They took their idea
to the Die-No-Mo Club for backing . . . and they got it.
The club accepted the idea '
and decided to sponsor a contest
in an effort to get the best possible of flags. The club, noting
the marked dearth of good singable songs on the campus, decided to make it a combination
flag and song contest. In sponsoring a contest such as this, the
club hoped to take advantage of
the very obvious campus talent.

Entries for the flag contest will
be judged by the art fraternity,
Kappa Pi; the Apollo Club will
judge the song entries. Very
attractive prizes will be awarded;
and, of course, the decision of the
judges will be final. Details concerning rules, dates, deadlines,
and prizes will be -announced at
assembly on Monday, December
20th. The Die-No-Mo club will
purchase and present to the college a flag of the design of the
winning entry.

Friday, December 17, 1948
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A CHANGE IN THE SEASON
by Macey Ihlan

DEAR SANTA CLAUS-"All I want for Christmas is my two
front teeth." Out of thirty odd people
that I asked my question of, "What do
you want for Christmas?" only one gave
me a sensible answer without first singing
a line or two of that current ditty. (Thanks

Student of the Month

Letter to Editor

Lonesome Prairie, So. Dak.
You should have seen them! Thousands
Desember 12
of them. Kids of every size. The police
Letr to the editor
force had tb protect him, for Mr. Claus
N
The Wynonan
'-'
-;=E-',- -------_-_
played a pretty important role in his street
za,. ;.z. \
Win. St. teac Collie.
scene last Saturday. Up and down the
/Al)
dear
philip squab —
street store cash registers were working Larry A.)
for
two years now i have tryed to get
Spanton's
was
my
main
hunting
ground
•
overtime as mobs of people surged in and
. ,,/ ',
%',
"' i
to go to sckool at your fine upstanding
11,
,
/
4
.
,
.
11
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out. Christmas shopping was in full swing. and there I ran into "Lap" Warweg. I
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---,... .\ \ / i
, 0 „ , .,;,I,.,,T
, - — Ts
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inhibition there in Wynona — but i have
From Edstrom's corner the old familiar stated my question, but all he said was, "I
had great difficultys in talking my weigh
strains of favorite yuletide carols filled the should say in front of God and everyone?"
-N.( 1
in.
over ten letrs have i wrote to the cash
that
kinda
gives
us
ideas.
Is
it
Lap
Well,
air. And so it has also been in Morey
1
, --registrar down there, but the onlie answer
living room, when the after dinner crowd as bad as all that?
she sends me is — 'no comment.' i sannot
Moe Weber . . . well I knew before I
congregates around the grand piano to
savvy this complet indiference to me, as i
exercise a vocal cord on a "Silent Night." asked that the main thing he wanted was
have grate natural intelligents — even if my
a
more
private
room
at
the
dorm
for
The first December dormitory meetings
formal
sckooling has not been too prolific.
"studying."
dealt with Christmas plans for the usual
my
formal
sckooling transibe is as folwants
nothing
for
ChristDonis
Pretzer
faculty dinner, the dormitory party, and
lows
—
a.
five
years in st. mathews oppermas
except
a
discharge
button
for
a
certain
the decorating of the Christmas trees. The
tunity room - b. I a yeers at Lonesome
first real flakes of snow fell on Sunday, soldier at Fort Knox. She's got something
Prairie h. s. (snafu cum laude) - c. one
Monday morning the band played Jingle there and just in case Santa brings her any
yeer in the C. B. I. (Charley's Billiards
Bells, and the ever traditional Christmas extra ones I know someone else who could
Inc.) - and two full-yeer transferable credseals were handed out. If you haven't use one.
its in pottery-structure and beet-culture
Big Fletch Harvey wants only a Lionel
already done so, walk around to the front
from
the upperclassmens cell-block at the
and
tell
us
Fletch
Electric
Train.
C'mon
of Somsen and take a look at the lovely
Robert G. Clayton
Redwing training sckool for deliquents.
Christmas mural on the art room windows. what you really want, but can't afford, is
Behind these glasses we find Bob Clayton
you must admit-mr. philup squab —
If you have peaked through the portholes a razor.
of
Prentiss Lodge and Waseca, Minnesota. that this is reely a prettie formidabel array
would
like
just
enough
Charlie Pearson
to the auditorium at odd moments lately,
This "wheel" about school is president of
you know the Christmas play is under of the Christmas "spirits" to keep him the junior class, president of Wenonah of sckoolastic achivemeant. and i am
thinking maybe i am reely being deprived
happy
all
during
vacation.
way. Yes, truly, the Christmas spirit is
Players, vice-president of Kappa Delta Pi, of something when i am not welcomed at
wants
only
a
hot
deck
Larry
Anderson
here to stay.
of cards and a pot limit poker game. member of the Purple Key, I.R.C., Y.R.L., Wynona. why — Wynona state might
Congo Club, Winonan staff and business prove to be my jumping-off spot in life.
What, no more Democrat parties?
i sure envy all you students down there —
Lyman Geary put in his request to the manager of the Wenonah.
by Georgie
Bob spent three and a half years in the all of you about ready to jump-off.
Great Saint for something five feet five,
i even went so far as to go down there
Her entrance . . . Yes, that was it! and red headed, labled "Handle with care, army and was a personnel director in India
and China for a training camp conducted to Wynona at this last registrashun day —
The time, 9:45 a.m.; the place, the college explosive."
dormitory; the date, December 11, 1948.
Rusty Thompson wants a black-haired, by Americans for the Chinese. His hobbies and iwas much imprest and overawed by
As the surgeon gently carried her through ex-marine, but from all reports she doesn't are reading good literature, dacquiris, cre- all the wonderfull hustle and bustle and
ative writing, poetry and horticulture. Pet red-tape that you have there. (how lucky
the door, which was the last lap of her have to wait 'til Christmas.
tiring journey, we all knew that a change
Sonny Karle says a wife wrapped up peeves are teachers who talk theory but you are to go to such a fine insolution!) i
had come over us. We had been awaiting in cellophane is his dream. Has anyone do not practice what they preach, people saw a lot of students who suceeded — you
who do not act their age when the occasion could tell they had finished registering by
her arrival with varied anticipation. The got an extra one lying around?
the exhausted exzuberance in their grimy
atmosphere had been one of merriment,
Fred Sandeen says he could use a demands it, and baby talking females!
Tennis, bowling, and roller skating are faces and the repreved look in their sightles,
pranks, planning, and some of somber good game of hearts, lonely ones that is.
silence. Now, as she brushed close by me,
Mrs. Griffith over at the dorm says some of his favorite sports and he likes to glassy stares.
it seems just like a nitemarish obstaklea needle-like sensation crept downward the greatest gift she could ever want is cook if he has time. Intellectual guy, huh?
coarse now that i look back on it. peopul
along my spine. Her coat, a fashionable 140 silent girls.
shoving me aside — signing my name
dark green, flared close to her trim, but
There were lots of others too numerous
dozens of times on papers that were
feeble limbs. The snow, which she had not to mention, but to sum it up most of the
snatched right away frum me — large men
been able to shake off at the door, was girls want a man with a convertible and
The American public has by consistent muttering vague oaths and pushing me in
beginning to melt and a bright radiance most of the boys want a women with a
spread over her from the reflection of tiny car. There must be a few — somewhere. effort gained for itself the reputation of front of glaring lights and then shoving
tongues of flame as they flickered in the Here's to you all and may Santa listen being the most indifferent group of citizens me out into the strange hall again. oh —
that any country ever assembled. As a it was a priceles (if sort of involved) exfireplace. Peace and contentment filled with an open ear and a giving heart.
nation we move from one crisis to another, periense.
my thoughts as I recalled her last visit
applauding ourselves after each solution
finally, just as i was about ackcepted-(it
with us. Her presence in the room had
for the abundance of "Yankee ingenuity" was twilite by that time)-i was disquallibrought light, carefree hearts together, that
by which we extricate ourselves from the fyed by a miner techniqueality of the colsang their joyous thoughts, which in turn,
pit
into which we have only shortly before lege. a nice lady (who seemed quite sane
expressed the spirit for which she stood.
by Clareen Willis
so carelessly walked. We have tradition- otherwise) started asking me all sorts of
I knew then that life with her during the
Leading our fashion hit parade with the ally waited until a situation became intol- odd questions. she poked and probed at
next few days would establish a halo above
her which would again bring those hearts lilting melody of "Deep Purple" the spot- erable before we abandoned our indiffer- me with a scalpell — made me yawn and
light falls on Violet Jensen gowned in the ence and undertook to solve the most press- say `ahh' at the same time (which it is
together.
imposibel to do) — and kept asking me
Yes, only God can make a tree, and only latest Johnathon Logan creation of deep ing of the current problems.
It is now half past crisis. We are being over and over again if i had been born —
God is responsible for the spirit and love purple velvet. It is fashioned with a low
from which a soul-awakening tradition wide neckline, tight fitting buttoned bodice informed regularly that an acute situation until i began to wonder if i ever should
is developing in the elementary schools of have been.
and an 000-oo so lorig full skirt.
sprang.
Yes, velvet is indeed holding its own, the country but we're banking on that
you sure must feel wunderful rite about
for out steps Marion Brustuen in her inherent inventiveness to carry us through now — after overcoming all the difikultys
gown of a wine maroon hue. This, believe this valley, too.
and hardships of enrowling and being a
The subtle thing would be to seek a new full-fleeced student of your sckool. leaving
me, is another "must" to be on the watch
and different angle for presenting this it up to your sense of fairness to publish
for.
Published monthly except July and August by the
Strike up "White Christmas" for here is problem but you may appreciate a strictly my appeel for enrowlmeant — i remain
students of Winona State Teachers College,
our own Sheila Buckingham with a new factual presentation.
Winona, Minn.
forever yours —
The following quote is from the Decemwinter white dress flaunting a button inMars Snicker
Phil Schwab
Managing Editor
terest in an "S" shape from her right ber issue of the NEA Journal:
John O'Brien
Sports Editor ,
". . . In a West Coast city, increases
shoulder to her left hipline. It's a buttons
Lyman Geary
Ass't Sports Editor
in school population during and since the
but no bows, dress.
Page Editors — James Lafky, Bernice WadekamDonis Pretzer enters on the arm of the war have piled up to such an extent that
per, Larry Catlin, Alice Mae Schulz.
bewitching
tune "Black Magic." From her if the city undertook to adequately house
Rosalie
Critchfield
Copy Editor
low
scalloped
neckline to the 'hem of her elementary children, one new school buildElaine Sanden
Music Editor
swing
rustling
skirt there is whisper of ing with a capacity of 500 children would
Charles
Pearson
Art Editor
The United States and Russia by
magic.
The
black
magic melts and lightens have to be completed and opened for
Girls Sports.. ..Kathryn Swanson, Rosemary Vaux
into a beautiful two-toned grey wool suit occupancy each Monday morning thruout Vera Micheles Dean describes the present
Business and Advertising Manager.. Paul M. Sagal
is styled with the school year of 40 weeks. In September, status in Russia — land, people, and poAdvertising Assistants — Gloria Gynild, Rosemary worn by Marcy Rush: It
a swinging boxy jacket. This is a suit this city had nearly 25,000 elementary litical and economic status. The author
Siebert.
also delves into every aspect of Americanchildren for whom it had no desks."
Joan Joyce which would add appeal to any college
Typist
Population trends in the nation indicate Russian relations with both reasonableness
Reporters — Kathryn Baab, Marilyn Bublitz, Bon- gal's wardrobe.
nie O'Brien, Marilyn Thompson, Jen Jensen,
For the latest blues hits we find a trio, that the elementary school census will and hope.
Macey Ihlan, Gerry O'Niel, Clyda Dressen,
Hugh Morris Gloster's NEGRO VOICES IN
Joan
Wintervald sporting a two-piece increase 45% above the present figure by
Doris Pretzer, Clareen Willis, Joe Yantes.
new blue 1960. This means that one million new AMERICAN FICTION is a history of the short
Jan
McKee's
navy
blue
classic;
Marion
Rose
Circulation Manager
Ruth Dick's blue silk stockings. elementary teachers will be needed to stories and novels written by American NeAssistants — Irene Dushek, Joyce Jenny, Josie heels and
groes from 1853 to 1940. The author's emJohns, Edith Fritscher, Audrey Hansen, Phyllis Now Ruth, buy yourself some red silk service that tremendous increase.
What are we doing about it? Why, phasis is on the themes, attitudes, and
Severson, Joyce Eskra, Carol Stromberg, Mar- stockings and I'll see that you get the
garet Wesenberg, Rita Hubbard, Rita Lally, green perfume.
we're preparing 20,000 a year, which backgrounds of the works discussed rather
Anita Stang.
means we'll only be 800,000 short by 1960. than their literary value.
It
takes
jewelry
to
add
that
little
touch
Art Ensberg
Photography
Vain Shadow by Hartzell Spence is the
• Then we'll wake up, as we always do,
to
make
an
outfit
complete,
and
now
the
Ralph A. Behling
Faculty Adviser
limelight is held by Cithy Holliday and blame somebody and then vote for some- story of one of the greatest adventures of
Member
her new fraternity bracelet and Sandy thing. Unfortunately, there has not yet all times — the discovery and conquest of
Rssociated Collegiate Press
Cronen and her frat pin — "The Sweet- been devised a suitable method for legis- the Amazon River by Don Francisco
Orillana, Spanish conquistador. Having
lating teachers into existence.
Mail subscriptions 81.20 per school year or 30% of hearts of Sigma Chi" or the like.
With a few more years to procrastinate, the color and excitement of an adventure
Alumni Society Membership Fee.
To • make the well-dressed T. C. girl
Entered as second class matter, Winona, Minnesota. complete, top it off with Elaine Martin- as we used to say of the old gray mare, novel, this book is an enthralling story for
son's muskrat shortie and you'll really we'll be able to say of the elementary all those who like adventure.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1948
Negro Voices in American Fiction
schools, "It ain't what it used to was!"
have something!
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A THOUGHT

The Editor Says--

FASHION HIT PARADE
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AL UMNI NOTES

H

DOCTOR'S CORNER

E

by L. Catlin

Christmas has become a big part of the social lives of many peoples of the world. It is a day that is looked forward to by most with
great and joyous anticipation, but I wonder just how many of us
have the proper conception of Christmas.
Let us stop to reflect for a moment and see just why Christmas has
become such an intensely anticipated event in our lives and how it
can be a day that some of us may
not be too anxious to see, if we sometimes does — it can build
hold the improper concepts to- up a dread of facing a day like
Christmas, a vague fear that plans
ward it.
might not turn out as desired.
Christmas is the day in which
we celebrate the beginning of
the world's greatest love story:
the story of so great a love a
Man had for all humanity that
He gave His life to show the
world the way to peace of mind
and eternal happiness. Therefore, Christmas is a day of appreciation, love, and devotion in
honor of Christ. Christmas is
one of the greatest days of the
Christian world, originally celebrated in an attitude of reverence and worship.

As a result of man's inventiveness, however, it has been supplemented to a considerable extent
by commercialization. It has become largely a tradition and a
custom to such an extent that a
child's first impression of Christmas is usually a day for receiving
toys, gifts, and also a time to
play.
It has become a time—amongst
other things—when many of us
make plans for having good times
and a lot of fun; a day to get
away from work for awhile. For
some of us this has resulted in
our having misgivings while looking forward to Christmas.
Some of us ardently make plans
long ahead for what we are going
to do with the vacation we get
for celebrating this chosen day.
This anticipation builds itself up
at times to the point where, if the
plans that have been made do
not materialize, the result is a
disappointment, however small.
If this has happened — and it

We get more enjoyment from
what we hope to do rather than
what we have done. However, if
these hopes are such that they
can't be fulfilled or completed,
the natural result is disappointment. If we build up many
hopes for carrying out various
activities time and again, and if
we have never seen them completed, the thought then fastens
itself on the mind that those
plans for the future might be as
disappointing as those of the
past. This can lead to an inhibition in one's mind, a fear of facing a Christmas.

Instead of building up many
plans to insure ourselves of enjoying a great Christmas, why not
drift into it with merely an amiable anticipation of the simple
cliche: good will and love? This
does not imply that we should
not look forward to Christmas
without plans; but rather, how
we should plan and thereby anticipate.
The Christmas season is not a
time that should be rushed into
with a great feeling of exhilaration; but rather, a time we should
look forward to as an interlude
of contentment and joy. It is
the time of the year that we
should drift into with the realization that it is a day for love and
worship, and with this thought
we cannot possibly feel we have
been deluded when the joyous
day is past.

Brown's

GREENWOOD'S
Jack Spratt Market

DRUGS — CAMERAS
117 W. Third St.

Scholarships Pave Way
For Needed Education

Tait Receives
New Appointment

For years deserving students of Winona T. C. have been receiving
money to help them gain their education from scholarships which
have come into being through the generosity of friends of the college. Here are the stories of how two such funds came into being.
The Seventieth Year Scholarship Fund was begun when the Alumni
Society of The Winona State Teachers college held their annual
reunion in 1928. They noted that the institution was about to enter
upon the seventieth year of its
service. Realizing that the scholarship and loan funds were inad- can spend only the income of the
equate for the needs of worthy investments.
This year eight students are
students, they adopted a resolubeing
assisted by $626.20 in their
tion suggested by Dr. Guy E.
Maxwell that $100 for every year education by the Seventieth Year
the college had been in service Scholarship and one student with
be attained. The resolution — $187.50 by the Flagg Scholarship.
among other things — "resolved The funds are given in varying
that we approve the recent Home- amounts, depending upon circoming proposal for an Alumni cumstances of both tuition and
Scholarship, to be presented in the income from the invested
a Memorial Program at the com- funds.
In order to be eligible for a
mencement exercises in 1930, and
that we request the officers of the scholarship, a high school student
society to invite gifts therefor, should rank in the upper fourth
of his class; and a college student
in a total of at least $7,000."
must have a scholastic quotient
To pursue this resolution two
of 1.75 at the time the application
groups of members known as
is made. Other things taken into
the general committee and the
consideration are character, perexecutive committee for the
sonality, need, and probable sucSeventieth Year Scholarship
cess a teacher.

Arthur T. Tait, Ed.D., class of
'33, has recently left his job as
educational statistician for the
Los Angeles County Schools to
become assistant director of research and technical services for
the California Test Bureau in
Los Angeles. He is also serving
as president of the Education
Alumni Association of the University of Southern California,
where he also teaches tests and
measurements and educational
research. Tait recently became a
life member of the Winona Alumni Association.
Alice Procdahl, class of '46 has
accepted a position teaching the
first grade at Spring Valley, Wisconsin. She began her work
there on November 29.
Virginia Reed, who was graduated from the two-year Primary-Rural course in 1941, is
now teaching English and speech
in the New Haven High School,
New Haven, Michigan. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Adrian College in
Adrian, Michigan, on August 6,
1948. Miss Reed recently stated
that she enjoys teaching high
school but sometimes wishes she
were back in the one-room rural
school.

Fund were elected and were authorized to proceed with the
enterprise. These committees
with other members of the society, through such means as
the printing of the Seventieth
Anniversary Bulletin and the
canvass either personally or by
mail of the graduates and other
friends of the institution, secured pledges in the amount of
nearly $14,000.

Some spot reports we have
picked up are as follows: Gilmour
Pike is teaching science in the
high school at Cloquet, Minnesota. Vern Kroeger has been
appointed "Y" secretary at Red
Wing. E. K. Steffenrud has accepted • the position of superintendent of schools at Chisholm,
replacing another T. C. graduate,
J. P. Vaughn, who has held this
position for thirty years. Darrel
Wilson, 1947 graduate is studying
for a M.A. in music at the U. of
Minnesota.
Clem McVey, class of 48, Engmajor, has been working in the
advertising department of the
Post Bulletin, Rochester. He has
been doing layout work as well
as writing ads.

Contributions for the fund
poured in ranging from 25 cents
to $2,000. Many people contributed who hardly had enough
money themselves to live on
comfortably.
The Josephine Flagg Scholarship Fund was donated by Eda
Flagg in commemoration of her
sister, Josephine. Both were students at Winona T. C. (A picture
of Josephine, incidentally, is in
the study room 141.) Fate stepped
in to prevent Eda Flagg from
making the formal presentation
of the scholarship at the commencement exercises June, 1943,
for she died in Los Angeles just
a week before she was going to
come to Winona.

GROCERIES

Center Beauty Shop

FRESH MEATS

"HAIR STYLING"
— TO YOUR PERSONALITY —
COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE

PRODUCE
121 E. Third St.

Phone 5661
Catharine Rivers
Corner 10th and Center

Mr. Julius Schmahl, trustee
of the fund, took care of property settlements. When all sales
and payments were completed
in the settling of the estate, the
college was left with a fund of
$7,500 to be used in assisting
some worthy student in his
pursuance of education at
W.S.T.C.

French Slipper Shop
Sheer and Service Weight
All Shades
HOSE
81.25 - Up

Shop at

Watch for Specials on Irregulars

PENNEY'S

These monies given to the college for scholarship and loan
funds are invested by the State
Investment Board. The college
Let's Go To

Winona Fruit Market

For a Higher Education in:
STYLE!

Red Top Drive Inn

Our Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
ARE BETTER
119 E. Third St.

QUALITY!!
VALUE!!!

FINE FOODS
Open All Night
Minnesota City Road

MOREY LORE:
Hear ye! Hear ye! For unto
you is born this day a newspaper,
which is Morey Lore. Bernice
Wadekamper and Lucille Just
head a staff of volunteer Moreyites who are intent upon publishing a monthly newspaper, beginning with the issue of December,
1948.
Morey Lore will recount Morey
Hall gossip, scandal, jokes, and
a list of the staff members for all
those intellectuals who can interpret its linguistic media: the
English. All residents of Morey
Hall will be eligible to receive the
paper upon their payment of a
twenty-five cent "dues" which
will be used to allay the expenses
involved in the publication of the
journal until next June.

DEBATE TEAM PREPARES
FOR FUTURE MEETS
Looking forward to its biggest
engagement of the year, the
T. C. debate teams are getting
into shape to meet St. Thomas
and Macalester in St. Paul this
coming spring.
After a few years' inactivity,
students who were interested in
debating reorganized during the
beginning of the fall quarter.
Their newly elected officers are:
David Christenson, president;
James Ramsdell, vice president;
Gloria Gynild, secretary-treasurer. Mr. James Becker is adviser.
The first college debates have
taken place with St. Mary's between both freshman and varsity
teams. Also, several intra-college
debates have been staged in preparation for bigger events to come.

Two Most Popular Names in Shoes

MORAVEC

JOYCE for the Smart Dressed Girl

Vacuum Cleaner Service

Exclusive at

.

g

FREEMAN for the Gentleman

STEINBAUER'S

69 West 3rd

Distributor of
REGINA — WESTINGHOUSE — PREMIER — GENERAL ELECTRIC

VACUUM CLEANERS
Parts and Service for all makes of cleaners
616 East Broadway
DIAL 5009 for Free Estimates
If no answer DIAL 3725

Morey Hall Debutes
New Publication

SHELL GAS STATION
Corner 5th and Main
Winona, Minn.

RAY CROUCH
(Formerly at S panton' s)

FRANK TUTTLE

Springdale Dairy
MILK AT ITS BEST
529 Huff St.
40c

Phone 3982

Students

40c

HOME MADE SOUP
HAMBURGER AND SALAD
COFFEE

Red Owl Coffee Bar
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117 Earn Places
On Honor Roll
It's about that time of year
when the local gray matter blossoms forth displaying brilliant
markings. Back again are the
perennial favorites with their
quota of A's, and some with H's
too. Then there are those freshmen who found a place among
their learned colleagues.
Maybe the success of the latter can
be attributed to those informative
and absorbing freshman orientation periods, or perhaps to the
fertility of T. C.'s environment.
Be what it may - let credit be
given where credit is due, to all
those whose scholastic endeavor
placed them on the following list
for the fall quarter?:
3:00 Marvin Anding, Rosalie
Critchfield, Mrs. Evelyn Fahsl,
Walter Hohenstein, James Lafky,
David Malcolm, Gilmour Pike,
William Tsatsos, Bonnie Utley;
2.94 Kathryn Baab, Justine
Simon, Marilyn Thompson; 2.92
Edith Fritscher; 2.88 Burton
Cooper; 2.82 Anah Goss; 2.80
James Werner.
2.75 Robert Clayton, Marilyn
Gilbertson, Beverly Newell, Roger Smith; 2.72 Robert Driesbach,
Kenneth Shipstead; 2.71 Jean
Jederman, Mary Jeanne Murphy,
James Swenson; 2.69 Vayden Anderson; 2.66 Gerald Radtke; 2.65
Alma Smith; 2.62 Charles Monson; 2.53 Carolyn Hall, Elaine
Nienow, Arthur O'Neil.
2.50 Henry Anderson, David
Christenson, Mrs. Florence
Deeren, Harold Essmann, Richard Hanson, Earl Holst, Clarence
Johnson, Lucille Just, Charles
Mettille, Gerald Newmann, Patricia Schroeder; 2.47 Dorothy
Bergsrud, Nancy Buck, Violet
Jensen, Nadeane Lester, Patricia
Ullorn ; 2.43 Marion Rose, Bette
Waldron; 2.41 Joyce Johnson,
Gloria Gynild; 2.40 Clyda Dressen; 2.36 Earl Hovland.
2.33 Mrs. Grace Belville, Marjorie Lyle, Howard McLean,
Frank Shimer; 2.31 Nettie Miller,
Jean Hein; 2.29 Kenneth Cummings, Sylvia Lanning, Eileen
Schumann, Raymond Yantes;
2.25 Leonard Beilke, Lowell Boelter, Marilyn Graskamp, Marion
Haugen, Clarice Jackson, Clarence Johnson, John Pendleton,
Patrick Stokes.
2.24 Mildred Dopke, Lorraine
Erickson, William Ferguson,
Mary Grace Ihlan, Joyce Jenny,
Daniel Schulz, Victor Stensrud;
2.22 Janice Risser, Janice Sabotta, Marvin Wass; 2.20 Ruth
Wendt; 2.18 Colene Elton; 2.13
John Drugan; 2.12 Bobby Gol,v1land; 2.11 Lyle Iverson; 2.08
Burton Sorflaten; 2.06 Donna
Kindt, Hazel Helleck, Bonnie
O'Brien.
2.00 Gladys Asleson, Henry
Bartel, Enoch Bennett, William
Beseler, Marilyn Bublitz, Beverly Buckman, Robert Clausen,
Robert Crumb, James Dresser,
William Drugan, Darrel Gill,
Donald Heaney, Normajean Hilden, Melvin Kirkland, Ella Lampland, Carroll Larson, Odell Lee,
Wilma Leir, Robert Moe, Clarence Moorhous, Charles Pearson,
Robert Prigge, Harold Schuchard,
Philip Schwab, Mary Ann Tostenson, Joan Wintervold.
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Kappa Pi Holds
Art Bazaar

CLUBS FEATURE
VARIED EVENTS

As the Christmas season draws
near there has been increased
activity in room eight, headquarters for Kappa Pi, national art
fraternity. In a frantic rush to
meet the deadline of December 10
for the art bazaar, the members
of the organization worked
steadily in order to provide a
wide variety of handmade articles
for their buying public.

"My Experiences in Russia"
was the topic presented by Gunther Hohmann, a German student
now at St. Mary's college, at the
monthly meeting of the International Relations club Tuesday,
November 30. Mr. Hohmann
served in the German Luftwaffe
during World War II, and was
captured by the Russians. He
discussed the general living conditions of the Russian peasants
and also the economic and political systems of Russia.

The articles sold were in the
best of taste and illustrative of
the abilities of the artists.
Among other articles were beautiful hand-painted tumblers,
pitchers, and other glassware.
They were done in rich colors
forming unique pine cone designs and elaborate grapevine
motifs.

Delicate designs were carved
into meticulously-done card boxes.
Attractive and colorful peasant
designs adorned trays, plates, and
bowls of richly grained wood.
Linens of high artistic achievement were for sale, as Well as
many other articles produced by
individual members of the fraternity. This bazaar has been an
annual event for the past six years
at Winona State Teachers college.
To heighten the Christmas
spirit the art room windows have
again been painted in tempra to
achieve a stained glass effect.
This year the windows were done
under the direction of Don Redlich.

College Winter, Party
To Be Held January 15
The all-college winter - party,
sponsored by the Science club,
will highlight the social calendar
for January. A full evening of
entertainment is being planned
for Saturday, January 15.
According to tentative program arrangements a snow
queen will be selected from the
T. C. student body. This queen
will be our candidate to represent the college at the Winona
Winter Carnival, at which time
the 1949 Queen of Snows will be
chosen.

The T. C. queen will be
crowned early in the evening and
will reign over all activities at the
winter party. Following the coronation, a caravan will travel to
the Country Club for tobogganing. Meanwhile, a skating party
will begin at Lake Winona, and
a sleighride party will leave Somsen hall.
Indoor games and a movie will
be provided for those students
who wish to remain at Somsen
hall. At 10 o'clock all groups
will return to Somsen for refreshments. The party will be
climaxed by dancing in Ogden
hall from 11:00 to 12:30.

Shown making preparations for the annual Kappa Pi art bazaar are Charles
Pearson, Marcia Holberg, Stan Ledebuhr, and Bob Anderson. Each year
members of the art fraternity make a wide variety of articles suitable for
Christmas gifts, which are sold to the public at the bazaar. Officers of the
organization are Mr. Anderson, president; Adeline Johansen Christensen,
vice-president; Anah Goss, secretary; and Donald Redlich, treasurer. Miss
Floretta Murray is adviser of Kappa Pi.

Of Gospels and Goose Pimples
By Alice Mae Schulz
Trudging dejectedly down the hall late one afternoon, I suddenly
spied one of those rare items - a note for me on the bulletin board.
I tore it open and read:
"From the gospel according to St. Phil Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy work, but the seventh day is
the deadline of Phil Schwab, thy editor ; on it shalt thou be cast into
everlasting darkness if thy copy is late!"

I chuckled and said to myself, "That fellow is really witty."
Then the force of these words struck a mighty blow. This was the
third of December, and I, a lowly page editor, had no copy! My
eyes popped from the
ir sockets; my nose itched; and my mouth went
dry. While my teeth chattered and my knees shook, millions of
goose pimples chased up and down my spine. I staggered slowly
down to the athletic department.
There I selected the choicest baseball bat, and reclimbed the stairs.
With cat-like steps I crept into the publications room and hid behind
the door, a wicked gleam shining from my eyes.

Unaware of my presence, Larry Catlin swept into the room. When
he saw me with the ashen club, his face froze with horror. I raised
my bat, ready to strike a blow. Then Larry smiled. "Hi, Alice,"
he chirped. Slowly I weakened. After all, this was the season of
peace on earth, good will toward men.
"What do you want for Christmas?" I asked him.
Larry's grin spread from ear to ear. "Why, I'd like an annuity that
would pay me $1,000 a month for the rest of my life," he answered.

Whistling merrily, Paul Sagal burst into the fatal chamber. He
looked so cheerful that I just couldn't resist displaying a wholehearted grin. That did it.
When Phil Schwab walked in I fell on my knees and handed him
the baseball bat. "Here is a present for you," I whispered meekly
"Merry Christmas!"

Sales and Parts
QUALITY GAS - 4 Gals. $1.00
Second and Washington

The annual Christmas banquet of the Lutheran Students
Association was held at Central
Lutheran Church Sunday, December 12. - After the dinner
LSA members attended the
Christmas Candlelight Service
at the church. Serving on the
food committee were Jean Warner, Donna Christensen, Calvin
Strand, and Robert Aarsvold.

Members of the Y.W.C.A. participated in a Christmas caroling
tour Tuesday evening, December
15, They visited the homes of
elderly Winonans and of the T. C.
faculty.
Miss Opal Foster, first grade
supervisor at Phelps, spoke on
"Exchange Teaching" at the
meeting of Elementary Grade
Club Monday, November 29. She
told of her experiences as an exchange teacher in Scotland last
year and listed the benefits of
exchange teaching to the individual. Members of the refreshment committee included Marilyn Graskamp, Joyce Jenny, and
Mary Lou Norton.

Members of the Mixed Chorus
presented a program of Christmas music at the meeting of the
Rotary Club, Wednesday, December 15, at the Hotel Winona.
The group will also give a performance at Altura, Minnesota,
Saturday, December 18, at 8:00
p.m.
Mr. E. T. Winkels of the Winona Technigraph Company addressed members of the Industrial
Arts club at their meeting Thursday, December 9. He spoke on
the techniques of the silk screen
process of stenciling, and pointed
out that not until very recently
has any school offered a course in
this process. The meeting closed
with the serving of refreshments.

Werner & Son

Say it with Flowers

McVey's

MEATS
GROCERIES

Siebrecht's

All fountain items can be packed
to take out.

ICE CREAM SHOP

Phone 2358

519 Huff

Corner of Huff and Ninth

Eat at the

MILWAUKEE HOTEL
DON SCHNIEPP

50 W. Mark

Phone 4988

Quick
Dependable
Safe

ARNIE'S
FOR

-

GOOD FOOD

Phone 3331

HADDAD'S

Royal Cab Co.

THE TOPS IN DRY CLEANING

NELSON TIRE SERVICE, INC.

109 West Third St.

Les & Johnny's Valet Shop
106 West Third St.

Phone 2612

DRY CLEANING
PRESSING WHILE-U-WAIT
SHOE SHINE
HATS CLEANED AND BLOCKED

PHILCO RADIOS AND SERVICE
Fourth and Johnson

Easy to Find
Hard to Leave

Dial 2301

601 Main St.

Your Philco Dealer

HOME MOTORS
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Winona

Open 'till noon Sunday and Holidays

Barry's Phelps Class
Wields Paint Brushes

Grade Club
Plays Santa
From theory to practice is the
step being accomplished by members of the Elementary Grade
Club under the leadership of Mrs.
Lois Kirkland. Using the techniques learned in Industrial Arts
110 the girls are repairing Christmas toys to be distributed to
poor children in the city.
At the November meeting of
the Club, members voted to cooperate in some way with the
welfare office in helping alleviate
some of the unhappiness that is
bound to occur at this season. A
cash donation to the City Relief
office will be made to buy material to be used in the making
of layettes but the girls felt that
something more personal could
be done in this game of playing
Santa Claus to the poor. Accord!
ingly, Jean Keefe and Eileen
Schuman were selected as a committee to contact Mrs. Kathryn
Lambert of the County Welfare
Office. It was there that the final
plans were developed.
Several merchants from the
city had donated boxes of broken
or soiled toys to the Welfare office
and the girls volunteered to repair
and wrap the toys in seasonal
style.
With about 75 toys, tractors,
teddy bears, wagons, doll beds,
the girls have been spending
their leisure time for the past two
weeks trying to repair the marks
of carelessness or accident. With
drill, hammer, saw and paint
brush they have been temaking
the very thing for which some lessfortunate child has been hoping.
Next Monday night, the girls
will spend their Christmas party
time in wrapping the completed
toys.
Whoever they are, there will
be 75 happier youngsters when
Santa makes his rounds Christmas Eve.
And all because of Industrial
Arts 110 and a group of tomorrow's elementary teachers.
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It's just possible that some of
the current crop of eighth graders
in Phelp's School might not know
all of the formulas and facts
that make up the subject matter
fields of math and social studies,
but theie is plenty of evidence
that they are becoming authorities in the art of interior decoration.
Under the direction of Mr.
Matthew Barry, instructor of the
eighth grade, the class undertook
to redecorate the classroom in
the northwest corner of Somsen
Hall.
Since the maintainance budget
for the college did not include
funds for the project, the pupils
planned to include the price of
paint and brushes in their undertaking. To finance the work,
they sold a house numbering
service to Winona property owners. Under the plan which has
netted about $50 for the school
job, house numbers are being
painted on curbings of cooperating customer citizens.
The actual work began several
weeks ago with the washing of
walls and ceilings in the classroom and Mr. Barry's office.
Three student teachers, Henry
Bartel, Christ Kristo and Bill
Fox, assisted in painting the first
ceiling coat, but the remainder
of the work has been done by the
pupils with Barry's supervision.
Then because the paint was
furnished by the State of Minnesota, the funds originally alloted
for that expense have been redesignated to be used in the purchase of drapes or venetian blinds
after the painting has been completed.
Mr. Barry expects the work to
be finished in time for an openhouse to be held next week.

New Constitution Adopted
Governing Document of
Association Appears
PREAMBLE : We, the students
of the Winona State Teachers
college, firmly believing in the
rights and responsibilities of student government, approve and
adopt this constitution.
ARTICLE I. Name — The name
of the organization shall be the
Winona State Teachers College
Student Association, hereinafter
referred to as the Association.
ARTICLE II. Purpose — The purpose of the Association shall be
to create and uphold standards
for student activity and to develop interest in the varied activities of the college through cooperation of the faculty and students in controlling student activities.
ARTICLE III. Membership
Section I. The membership of
the Association shall consist of
all student members of the Winona State Teachers college and
members of the Alumni Association.
ARTICLE IV. Officers —
Section I. The officers shall be
president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer.
Section II. The president and
the secretary shall be elected
from the Junior Class, the vicepresident from the Sophomore
Class, the treasurer from the
Freshman Class.
ARTICLE V. Elections7
Section I. Nominations — Officers shall be nominated in May.
Two nominations for each office
shall be made by a nominating
committee of five members which
has been previously appointed by
the president of the Association
with the approval of the Council.
Additional nominations may be
made from the floor at the Association meeting.
Section II. Election shall be
held at the Association meeting
in May. A plurality shall be
sufficient for election to any office.
Section III. Vacancies shall be
filled by special election with
nominations made by the Representative Council one week before
the election.
ARTICLE VI. Meetings — •
Section I. Regular meetings
shall be held once each month.

LEE & EDDIE'S
School Supplies
V. A. Orders Filled
Sodas

Lunches
Sundaes

SURPLUS

Portable Microscopes
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and
are offered at a fraction of original cost.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three
different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece for higher
powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical
system: pitch-polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered Subject to prior
sale on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping
and packing charges. Check or money order should be sent
with your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent
C.O.D. for balance. Any check received after quantity has
been sold will be returned promptly.

GIBSON PAGE CO. INC.
Dealers in War Surplus
BOX 1130, ROCHESTER 2, N. Y.

Ice Cream for Parties
159 W.

Special meetings shall be called
by the president of the Association, or the request of the Representative Council, or upon a petition signed by twenty-five Association members.
ARTICLE VII. Representative
Council —
Section I. The Representative
Council shall be the agency
through which the Association
shall transact its business.
Section II. Membership — The
Council shall consist of the following members —
a. The president and vicepresident of each class.
b. The president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of
the Association.
c. Four members from each
class representing the Social, Assembly, Finance and Public Relations Committees respectively.
Two faculty members
d.
elected by the faculty of the
college.
Section III. Meetings — The
Representative Council shall meet
once a month. Special meetings
of the Council shall be called by
the president of the Council
whenever he thinks it necessary
or upon a petition signed by the
eight members of the Council, or
by twenty-five members of the
Association.
Section IV. Officers — The officers of the Association shall be
the officers of the Representative
Council.
Section V. A quorum shall consist of three-fourths of the active
membership of the Council. Any
member who is absent from three
successive regular meetings of the
Council without proper excuse
shall lose his membership.
Section VI. Powers —
a. The Representative Council
shall serve as a check on all clubs
and shall at its discretion call for
reports of constructive activities.
It has the power to request the
Association to abolish any club
not meeting with the standards
of the college.
b. All controversies over meeting, elections, or forms of business
shall be decided by the council.
c. The Representative Council
shall be responsible for all homecoming activities.
d. The Council shall from time
to time create new student committees which are necessary to
meet the needs of the college.
The student members who are
nominated must represent various
parts of the state and each class
of the college. The Council may
request at its discretion reports
from the student members of any

Phone 4515

King

The BEST
in Photography
at

MERRY CHRISTMAS
HAPPY NEW YEAR

ART STUDENTS

Harold's Studio
111 W. Third

Phone 4455

of these committees.
Section VII. The Council may
serve as a board of review with
powers to advise and recommend
in all cases of student affairs
brought to it by a member of the
Association and shall serve as
such in all cases brought to it
by a member of the Association
in which a student enrollment or
retention in college is involved.
ARTICLE VIII. Amendments —
Section I. An amendment may
originate with any student and
shall be submitted to the Representative Council, which shall
pass on it. The proposed amendment shall then be submitted to
the president of the college for
approval and shall be posted one
week prior to final action by the
Association.
Section II. An amendment
shall be adopted by a two-thirds
majority of the Representative
Council and two-thirds majority
of the Association.
ARTICLE IX. During the last week
in April a conference of the
Representative Council, of various club presidents, and a representative group from the faculty,
shall meet. The purpose of this
conference shall be to review the
past years activities, and outline
an efficient program for next year
in view of making a more workable, more inclusive program.
ARTICLE X. The Winonan shall
be the official organ of the Association.
ARTICLE XI. Veto — The President of the college shall have the
power to veto over the acts of the
Student Association and the Representative Council.
ARTICLE XII. This constitution
shall become effective upon the
approval of the president of the
College, and a two-thirds vote of
the Representative Council members present, if a quorum.

Geography Department
Receives Gift Exhibit
From the East and West Indies,
all of Oceania and every continent in the world come the raw
materials that make up a recent
addition to the Geography-Geology department here at the college.
Mr. Gordon Ostrom, an official
in the McConnon Company of
this city, presented the exhibit
to the college after collecting the
items which are used in the manufacture of condiments and other
products prepared and sold by
that firm.
Ostrom, father of Robert and
Jean, former students at WSTC,
personally collected and prepared
for exhibition all of the 75 items
which make up the gift.
The presentation may be seen
in Mr. Scarborough's classroom.
SEASON'S GREETINGS
from

B&D Shoe Store
57 W. Third St.

We have a Complete Line of
GRUM BACHER 8z DEVOE REYNOLDS
ART MATERIALS
AND PRANG TEXTILE SETS
See Us for the Best

COVIC
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SHERWWW111111MS
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VARSITY INN

POPCORN BALLS — CARMELED APPLES
HOMEMADE PEANUT BRITTLE — POPCORN

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Your Local
Paint Service Center

Phone 5025

167 Center

has

Howie Johnson

Fourth and Johnson
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Sports

John D.
O'Brien

Teachers Cop Two Victories

SPOTLITE

The basketball Warriors of
Winona State Teachers college
opened their 1948-49 court campaign successfully. Flashing a
brilliant offensive attack, they
started the season with a brace
of victories, losing the third game
by a scant two-point decision.

Bang! the timer's gun barked ending the game. The scoreboard
read Winona 56-Platteville 56. The visiting Platteville five had made
a storybook comeback, scoring twenty-three points in the last quarter,
to send the game into overtime. Bedlam broke out in the spacious
auditorium. This, the first game of the season, was turning out to
be quite a thriller.

George Vondrashek, the Warriors' lanky center, hit the hoop

Riding the dubious crest of last year's nineteen game losing streak,
the Warriors had entered this game determined to win. They seemed
to have the game well under control as they coasted to a 19 point halftime advantage. But it was an aroused Platteville quintet that took the
floor in the second half. Their fast-breaking attack and uncanny shooting had knotted the game up. It was Tom Murphy, their hot-shooting
forward, who sank a free throw in the last thirteen seconds to send the
game into overtime.

Platteville scored first in the five minute overtime period sending
a momentary chill through the Winona fans thronging our vast
gyrianasium. However, big George Vondrashek netted a hook shot
seconds later, and Dennelly hit a two-pointer from mid-court putting
the Warriors ahead to stay.
The highlight of the entire game was the one-man dribbling exhibition that Dennelly put on during the extra session. Expertly quarterbacking the team from his guard position, he proved a handy man to
have around in the clutch. At one time he kept control of the ball for
nearly a minute, miraculously thwarting all of the opposition's desperate attempts to gain possession of it.

The entire Warrior team, working well as a unit, has shown great
staying power and scoring ability in all its pre-conference games;
Coach McCown's hoopsters, rated as the "dark horse" team of the
teachers' loop this year, will certainly not be the doormat of the
league. We'll know more when the Warriors open their conference
schedule against the always tough Mankato club in early January, but
we are expecting a successful year of top-notch court competition.
George Vondrashek, our 6'3" center, teams with Sonny Dahl in
controlling the backboard, and between the two of them, they grab
off an amazing number of rebounds. Von's accurate hook shots and
fadeaway tip-in's have provided the bulk of the otherwise well-rounded
scoring attack of the Warriors. Pete Polus, a former all-stater from
Cotter High of Winona, is the most recent acquisition to the squad.
Earning a starting berth in his first appearance for the Warriors,
Pete scored eleven points against a rugged Eau Claire team. It was
his basket, in the last 40 seconds of play, that put the game on ice.
Burkard, DuBois and Johnson have been outstanding at the forecourt positions, while the experienced "Soup" Winblad has shone at
his guard slot.
Winona State Teachers college is in the somewhat awkward and
unique dilemma of having a first-rate bucketball club, a tough schedule
that's bound to produce a parade of exciting crowd-attracting games,
and a gymnasium with grossly inadequate seating capacity. The need
for a larger fieldhouse becomes acutely apparent to one after attending
a game at Somsen gym. For a formal dance or intramurals or everyday
team practices, it serves the purpose; but as the setting for an intercollegiate spectator sport, it is found definitely lacking and unsuitable.
Let us all, students and alumni alike, breathe a solemn prayer that
this need will be realized and remedied soon. The building needs here
at T. C. are an open secret, and the college is constantly striving to solve
this problem.

Seeing the team perform so capably in these early games, one can't
help but wonder what our boys could do against Mr. Nate (72 point)
De Long and his River Falls T. C. outfit if we played them this year.
Last year De Long poured 72 points through the hoop against the
Warriors, quite a feat for a team to do — and an unheard of one
man total in college circles. I, for one, certainly wish they were on
our schedule; it would be quite a ball game!
Intramural basketball will be getting underway again after the
holidays, and there will be many an afternoon spent in court battles.
There is always an exciting race for the intramural crown.
We also hope to see an active boxing season this year. Boxing,
while not a major college sport, is one of the best for mind and body
development.
Wishing everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year,
your reporter must thirty out for now.

for 31 points as Winbna sneaked
by Platteville Teachers, 65-58,
in a thrilling overtime contest
on the T. C. floor in the season's
opener.

We're a little late in handing
out orchids, but we're no less
sincere in presenting a bouquet of
them to Felix Percuoco. This 215
pound guard was chosen by the
football team as their most valuable player of the year. Opposing
teams also respected his ability
and voiced their recognition by
placing him on the 1948 Minnesota State Teachers' college All
Conference Team.
Perc, that's what his wife
calls him, hails from North
Bergen, New Jersey, and carries
the "Joisey" accent for proof.
In high school he earned his letters in four major sports: football, basketball, baseball and
track. He gained additional experience in football and baseball
playing with service teams while
in the Medical Corps. Much of
this experience was with and
against topnotch athletes. Felix
was an active member of the 1943
Camp Grant football team,
where he had the opportunity
to play with professionals from
such teams as the Chicago Cardinals, New York Yankees, Green
Bay Packers, and the Cleveland
Browns. They split the season
that year against the great teams
of Michigan, Iowa Preflight,
Great Lakes, Illinois, Marquette
and Wisconsin.

Defensively, Vondrashek and
Dahl were the key men. "Soup"
Winblad provided the spark that
speeded up the game in the first
half. The Warriors clicked several times on fast breaks that
left the visitors in the lurch. It
was scoring in the overtime period
by Don Johnson, Phil Dennelly,
Dahl and DuBois, that put the
game on ice.
In the second game, it took a
pair of free throws by Don Johnson and a basket by Pete Polus
in the last forty seconds of play
to top the strong Eau Claire ball
club, 61-57. This was the first

playoffs in the 7th Service Command of Omaha. It was while
with this group that he met Coach
Luther McCown, who played on
the same team. Thanks to Mac's
recruiting efforts, "The Cat" enrolled at T. C. shortly after his
discharge.
At the present time, Felix, his
wife, and three year old son, Mike,
are living in the veterans'. housing
unit in "Splinterville." Perc
is a
P
sophomore majoring in physical
education and history and we're
all mighty glad he'll be around,
for two more years. So with
apologies for tardiness — our congratulations to Felix Percuoco.

time in nearly six years that
Coach McCown's Warriors have
beaten the Wisconsin team.

Trailing by ten points midway
in the second half, Winona was

led in a spurt by "Soup" Winblad
that tied the score at 50-50. With
the Warriors leading 59-57, Polus,
playing his first T. C. game, outwitted the defense, and scored
seven seconds before the end of
the game on a pass from Sonny
Dahl.
Vondrashek with 13 points,
and Polus and Dahl with 11
points each, led the Winona
scoring, while DuBois and Winblad were excellent on the defense.

In the third game, the twice
victorious Warriors were the victims of a fighting LaCrosse Teachers quintet which erased a nine
point deficit in the last two
minutes to win the ball game, 46
to 44.
Winona was unable to find the
range consistently and, excluding Vondrashek, Polus, and
DuBois, it failed to demonstrate
its usual scoring punch. Vondrashek, although closely
guarded and often fouled, garnered 13 markers, while Polus
also had 13 and DuBois 11.

The Warriors held a nine point
edge with two minutes remaining
when the Indians staged a whirlwind finish that brought them out
in front. The Warriors were
trailing by two points with a second left to play, when Vondrashek was fouled. He tried for the
free throw hoping to bounce it
off the rim and set up a tip-in,
but the ball bounced the wrong
way as tie horn sounded.

Nystrom Motors

Percuoco played baseball with
the Schick General Hospital
team, which reached the final

LINCOLN – MERCURY
315 West Third St.

Merry C iristmas
From
TOM MCELLIGOTT
JOE SNYDER

HARRINGTON
BILL Fox

JERRY

the HUB
79 West Third St.

Phone 4300

Make Everyday a
"Holiday"

THE
MAN WHO
KNOWS...
WEARS
NEVILLE
CLOTHES

GIVE ELECTRICAL GIFTS
His Reason?

Mississippi Valley Public Service Company
GLAZED DONUTS

BETTER $ VALUES
BETTER SELECTION
BETTER STYLING

We sell cameras and kodaks of
all kinds. We develop your 8
exposure roll film and make 8
guaranteed prints for 35c.

SWEDE'S

Over 55 years experience.

Fine Foods Served Daily

Van Vranken
Studio
57 West Fourth

BETTER BRANDS
Main Floor . . . . Clothing
Lower Level . . . . Sportswear

9:00 till Midnight

501 West Fourth

Phone 9808
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Women's Sports

by Kak

and Rosie

As winter quarter rolls around, W.A.A. has an increase in membership, for the beginning of winter quarter means the start of girls'
basketball, and this sport finds many enthusiasts at T. C. Two
teams•have now been chosen with Jo Wempner and Joyce Peterson
as captains. You can still come out though, girls — Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3 to 4.
With the start of December and the approach of a cold winter, the
girls handed in their shin guards and hockey clubs and decided to bring
the field hockey season to a close. We can't say it hasn't left its mark
though — namely, bruised legs and arms, sore toes and fingers, along
with many near accidents. The girls learned early in the season that
when "Serf" swings that club — the safest place is 10 feet away — that
is, if you like the color of your eyes as they are, rather than two big
black ones.

Piping hot pancakes really hit the spot after an afternoon swim
Saturday, November 20, at the pool at College of St. Teresa. Thirty
girls from T. C. were entertained at a Splash Party put on by the
W.A.A. club from St. Teresa. The highlight was a relay in which the
girls swam across the pool with lit candles. A good time was had by
all, and it was really a treat for the girls since we have no pool of our
own.
Another joyous time was had by the members of the Women's Phy.
Ed. club at the annual Christmas party. The party took place at Dr.
Talbot's house, Monday, Dec. 13. The high point of the evening was
the exchange of gifts — along with the food, of course! Ruth Dick and
Joyce Peterson handled the refreshments, and Mary Schmit, Kak
Swanson and Muriel Veiths planned the entertainment of the evening.

Of all the phy. ed. classes, I believe the tumbling class is the most
fun. By the way, girls, it seems like a good way to take a few inches
off those hips. So far the class has done such stunts as the Log Roll,
and the Mule Kick. (Hmm, that ought to be interesting to watch —
sounds like an easy way to break your back.) Just ask Rosie Critchfield directions on how to do the Human Ball. She's an expert at it.
Later on the class plans to do group stunts and to build human pyramids.
If you hear a loud noise echoing down the hall one of these days,
don't be alarmed. It's probably just the clogging class with the newly
acquired taps on their shoes.' The class should prove to be pretty
entertaining, with Dick Cook and some of the other big, burly football players trying their hardest to look graceful.
Oil Heat Comfort
Depends on
Oil Delivery

Markle Oil Co.

Oil Heat Comfort
Depends on
Oil Quality

Dial 6091

Impromptu Parties
So Easy with Coke

Pictured above are the Warrior basketeers who will carry the Purple and White into the winter cage
wars. Top row, from left to right: Coach Arns, Burkard, Swota, Lynch, Polus, Stark, Ellinghuysen,
Miller and Coach McCown. Middle row : Drugan, Cook, Geary, Vondrashek, Dahl and Johnson. Bottom row: Clausen, DuBois, King, Konkol, Winblad and Larson.

Warrior's Cage Hopes Bright
Freshmen Hoop
Artists Bolster.
Winona Squad
In addition to the seven returning lettermen, this years club
will feature many new faces and
talents. The present squad num. bers three seniors, two juniors,
four sophomores and twelve
freshmen.
In an all-out effort to improve
on last season's record, Coach
Luther McCown and his assistant, Lyle Arns, have declared all
positions open and should come
up with a combination that will
be tough for anyone to stop.
Although the Peds are expected
to have one of the strongest
squads in recent years, ironically
the Teachers College Conference
on the whole is slated to be the
toughest in history.

The loop favorites now appear
to be Mankato, St. Cloud and
Bemidji, in that order, with Winona rated as a darkhorse. Coach
McCown hesitates to make any
predictions about his cagers, but
one easily gathers that the popular mentor, who is starting his
fourth year at the Warrior helm,
in very pleased with his material.
It is also obvious he is plotting
a few hardwood surprises before
the record book is totaled next
spring.
Something unusual in the
schedule this year is the possibility of a Christmas tournament at La Crosse the 29th and
30th of December. The holiday
playoff would attract the best
college fives in southern Minnesota and Wisconsin.

The pre-conference schedule
winds up January 5 with Eau
Claire, and three days later powerful Mankato is guest to start off
the drive for the championship.

BEST BET'S

loafe r So X

IN SIX
BEAUTIFUL
COLORS

4sk for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF WINONA
© 1948, The Coca-Cola Company

Graham & McGuire

Winona definitely has the potential of a title contending
club. With a nod or two from
lady luck and plenty of team
hustle to overcome the lack of
college experience by many of
the cagers the Purple and White
may lead the pack, come February 18, and the conference finale
with Bemidji.

The Warriors, while not the
favorites, are very much in the
running for the league bunting,
and woe to the team that underrates them. The Winonan sports
staff joins with the student body
and the faculty in wishing this
year Warriors "Happy Hunting."

Home Games to 1/21

CALL VETS

Dec. 18 – Wartburg
Dec. 20 – Michigan Teachers

if Ripon
Everyone will enjoy the
downright comfort of Loafer Sox for relaxing — at
home, college, traveling,
convalescing, etc. Soft
knitted 100% wool from
toe to calf with padded
glove-leather soles. Hand
embroidered. The ideal gift
for anyone on any occasion. Full line of colors
and sizes.

In the games to date the team
has shown strong rebound ability
and ever improving scoring punch.
The most pleasing feature of play
so far has been the poise displayed
by a predominantly freshman
squad. Twice now the Warriors
have come from behind in the
late minutes of the game to leave
the court victorious.

5004

Jan. 3 – Steven's Point

WINONA VETS CAB

Jan. 5 – Eau Claire
Jan. 6 – St. Mary's
Jan. 14 – St. Cloud

Last Minute
Christmas Suggestions
*

BILLFOLDS

*

LUGGAGE

*

KEY CASES

*

BRIEFCASES

*

RING BINDERS

*

HANDBAGS

*

TRAVEL CLOCKS

*

TOILET KITS

*

CIGARET LIGHTERS

*

JEWEL BOXES

*

UMBRELLAS

*

PLASTIC JEWELRY

SCHOMMER'S
LUGGAGE — GIFTS
77 West Third St.

Telephone 3435
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